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A working actor, Lisann has appeared in dozens of

films and TV shows, including MANIFEST, NARCOS,

and THE BLACKLIST. 
 

The writer shares on-camera acting tips in her latest

book, THE EVERYDAY ACTOR, encouraging fellow

actors to refine their on-camera technique and

keep their magic alive! 

But this happens to be the second book on her

shelf. When Lisann left the law to pursue a career as

an actor, her abridged memoir, “Playing the Part,”

was published in the New York Times Best Selling

anthology, EAT PRAY LOVE MADE ME DO IT.

While it is said that she has lived many lives – as an

attorney, actress, author, and director – Lisann’s

favorite role has been as a storyteller in film and

television for over a decade.

Her foray into directing is equally as fascinating as

her acting journey. Lisann’s comedic short film

EUROPEANY was an official selection of the

Women In Comedy Festival. Subsequently, her

short film, LETTING GO, was nominated Best Drama

at the Official Latino Film Festival. After which,

Lisann was commissioned by LG Mobile to write,

direct, and star in her short film, JUST THE

BEGINNING, which premiered at the New York Film
Festival. 

The multi-hyphenate has since pivoted from

directing to focus on her acting career, and to

devote time to her love of writing. 
 

The actor and writer has received international

media coverage and has been interviewed

regionally and nationally from News 12 Brooklyn to

Good Morning America, on her acting career,

humanitarian efforts, and advice on pursuing one's

dreams. She has also written for Refinery29 and

OptionB. 
 

Lisann Valentin divides her time, and her heart,

between Brooklyn and Aguadilla, Puerto Rico.
“Our future Oscar winner...”“Our future Oscar winner...”  

— Brooklyn Daily Eagle— Brooklyn Daily Eagle  

Lisann Valentin
native New Yorker, actor, &  writer

“A smart, witty, hard-working“A smart, witty, hard-working    actress with depth & charisma.”actress with depth & charisma.”  
— Reinaldo Marcus Green, Dir.— Reinaldo Marcus Green, Dir.   
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